
 

Shipping Summary - Pickup 

{ 

    "status": "1", 

    "msg": "Success", 

    "data": { 

        "currencySymbol": "$", 

        "totalFavouriteItems": "0", 

        "totalUnreadMessageCount": "2", 

        "totalUnreadNotificationCount": "88", 

        "cartItemsCount": "9", 

        "fulfillmentType": "1", 

        "hasPhysicalProd": "1", 

        "addresses": { 

            "addr_id": "2", 

            "addr_type": "1", 

            "addr_record_id": "4", 

            "addr_added_by": "0", 



 

            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial area, 

Sector 82", 

            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

            "addr_city": "mohali", 

            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

            "addr_country_id": "99", 

            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

            "addr_zip": "160055", 

            "addr_lat": "", 

            "addr_lng": "", 

            "addr_is_default": "0", 

            "addr_deleted": "0", 

            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

            "state_code": "PB", 

            "country_code": "IN", 



 

            "country_name": "India", 

            "state_name": "Punjab" 

        }, 

        "cartSummary": { 

            "cartTotal": "3187.99", 

            "shippingTotal": "0", 

            "originalShipping": "0", 

            "cartTaxTotal": "583.6", 

            "cartDiscounts": {}, 

            "cartVolumeDiscount": "0", 

            "cartRewardPoints": "0", 

            "cartWalletSelected": "0", 

            "siteCommission": "188.59", 

            "orderNetAmount": "3771.59", 

            "WalletAmountCharge": "0", 

            "isCodEnabled": "", 

            "isCodValidForNetAmt": "1", 

            "orderPaymentGatewayCharges": "3771.59", 



 

            "netChargeAmount": "3771.59", 

            "taxOptions": { 

                "Separate Tax": { 

                    "value": "60", 

                    "title": "Separate Tax" 

                }, 

                "GST": { 

                    "value": "261.8", 

                    "title": "GST" 

                }, 

                "CGST": { 

                    "value": "261.8", 

                    "title": "CGST" 

                } 

            }, 

            "prodTaxOptions": { 

                "141": { 

                    "6": { 



 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "6.5" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "139": { 

                    "7": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 

                        "percentageValue": "12.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "18" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "167": { 

                    "4": { 



 

                        "taxstr_id": "2", 

                        "name": "GST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "72.9" 

                    }, 

                    "5": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "3", 

                        "name": "CGST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "72.9" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "152": { 

                    "6": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 



 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "5" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "153": { 

                    "6": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "2" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "171": { 

                    "6": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 



 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "20" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "150": { 

                    "4": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "2", 

                        "name": "GST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "8.9" 

                    }, 

                    "5": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "3", 

                        "name": "CGST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 



 

                        "value": "8.9" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "44": { 

                    "4": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "2", 

                        "name": "GST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "180" 

                    }, 

                    "5": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "3", 

                        "name": "CGST", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "180" 

                    } 



 

                }, 

                "145": { 

                    "6": { 

                        "taxstr_id": "6", 

                        "name": "Separate Tax", 

                        "percentageValue": "10.00", 

                        "inPercentage": "1", 

                        "value": "8.5" 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        }, 

        "productItems": [ 

            { 

                "title": "Yo!Kart", 

                "pickup_by": "0", 

                "pickup_addresses": [ 

                    { 



 

                        "addr_id": "18", 

                        "addr_type": "4", 

                        "addr_record_id": "0", 

                        "addr_added_by": "0", 

                        "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                        "addr_title": "#123, Gali No: 420", 

                        "addr_name": "Main", 

                        "addr_address1": "#123, Gali No: 420", 

                        "addr_address2": "", 

                        "addr_city": "Ambala", 

                        "addr_state_id": "1279", 

                        "addr_country_id": "99", 

                        "addr_phone": "09876543210", 

                        "addr_zip": "123456", 

                        "addr_lat": "", 

                        "addr_lng": "", 

                        "addr_is_default": "0", 

                        "addr_deleted": "0", 



 

                        "addr_updated_on": "2020-10-14 15:01:43", 

                        "state_code": "", 

                        "country_code": "IN", 

                        "country_name": "India", 

                        "state_name": "Haryana" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "addr_id": "17", 

                        "addr_type": "4", 

                        "addr_record_id": "0", 

                        "addr_added_by": "0", 

                        "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                        "addr_title": "2000 East Rio Salado Parkway", 

                        "addr_name": "Tomas", 

                        "addr_address1": "2000 East Rio Salado 

Parkway", 

                        "addr_address2": "Chandigarh", 

                        "addr_city": "Tempe", 



 

                        "addr_state_id": "2996", 

                        "addr_country_id": "223", 

                        "addr_phone": "9876543210", 

                        "addr_zip": "85281", 

                        "addr_lat": "", 

                        "addr_lng": "", 

                        "addr_is_default": "0", 

                        "addr_deleted": "0", 

                        "addr_updated_on": "2020-10-13 16:32:41", 

                        "state_code": "AZ", 

                        "country_code": "US", 

                        "country_name": "United States", 

                        "state_name": "Arizona" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "products": [ 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "60", 



 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "10.00", 

                        "product_width": "11.00", 

                        "product_height": "12.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "200.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "150", 

                        "selprod_code": "60_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "100", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "theprice": "89.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 



 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "selprod_price": "100.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "0.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "0", 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "500.00", 

                        "shippack_width": "500.00", 

                        "shippack_height": "500.00", 

                        "shippack_units": "3", 

                        "product_name": "PSP White 4 GB with Mario  

(White)", 



 

                        "selprod_title": "Rcube PSP White 4 GB with 

Mario  (White)", 

                        "brand_name": "Consoles", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "5.34", 

                        "tax": "17.8", 

                        "taxCode": "Electronics", 

                        "total": "89", 

                        "netTotal": "89", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 



 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 



 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "GST": "8.9", 

                            "CGST": "8.9" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE1MCI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 



 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 



 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 



 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 



 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 



 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 



 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 



 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/150", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/60/THUMB/150/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "12", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "55.00", 

                        "product_width": "30.00", 

                        "product_height": "7.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "2.70", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "2", 

                        "selprod_id": "44", 

                        "selprod_code": "12_", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/150
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/60/THUMB/150/0/1


 

                        "selprod_stock": "12", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "theprice": "1800.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "selprod_price": "1800.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "0.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "0", 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 



 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_width": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_height": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_units": "3", 

                        "product_name": "HP Omen", 

                        "selprod_title": "HP Omen", 

                        "brand_name": "HP", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "108", 



 

                        "tax": "360", 

                        "taxCode": "Electronics", 

                        "total": "1800", 

                        "netTotal": "1800", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 



 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 



 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "GST": "180", 

                            "CGST": "180" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzQ0Ig==", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 



 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 



 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 



 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 



 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 



 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 



 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/44", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/12/THUMB/44/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "55", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "40.00", 

                        "product_width": "32.00", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/44
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/12/THUMB/44/0/1


 

                        "product_height": "39.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "100.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "145", 

                        "selprod_code": "55_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "100", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "theprice": "85.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 



 

                        "selprod_price": "95.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "0.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "0", 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "", 

                        "shippack_width": "", 

                        "shippack_height": "", 

                        "shippack_units": "", 

                        "product_name": "LP Louis Philippe Slim Fit 

Men's Blue Trousers", 

                        "selprod_title": "LP Louis Philippe Slim Fit Men's 

Blue Trousers", 

                        "brand_name": "Louis Philippe", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 



 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "4.68", 

                        "tax": "8.5", 

                        "taxCode": "Clothing", 

                        "total": "85", 

                        "netTotal": "85", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 



 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 



 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "8.5" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE0NSI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 



 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 



 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 



 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 



 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 



 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 



 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/145", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/55/THUMB/145/0/1" 

http://localhost/yokartv8/145
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/55/THUMB/145/0/1


 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "title": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                "pickup_by": "1", 

                "pickup_addresses": [ 

                    { 

                        "addr_id": "16", 

                        "addr_type": "2", 

                        "addr_record_id": "1", 

                        "addr_added_by": "0", 

                        "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                        "addr_title": "Office", 

                        "addr_name": "Thomas", 

                        "addr_address1": "2000 East Rio Salado 

Parkway", 

                        "addr_address2": "Chandigarh", 



 

                        "addr_city": "Tempe", 

                        "addr_state_id": "2996", 

                        "addr_country_id": "223", 

                        "addr_phone": "9876543210", 

                        "addr_zip": "85281", 

                        "addr_lat": "", 

                        "addr_lng": "", 

                        "addr_is_default": "0", 

                        "addr_deleted": "0", 

                        "addr_updated_on": "2020-10-09 16:02:36", 

                        "state_code": "AZ", 

                        "country_code": "US", 

                        "country_name": "United States", 

                        "state_name": "Arizona" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "products": [ 

                    { 



 

                        "product_id": "51", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "40.00", 

                        "product_width": "32.00", 

                        "product_height": "42.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "100.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "141", 

                        "selprod_code": "51_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "98", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "theprice": "65.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 



 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "selprod_price": "70.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "0.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "4", 

                        "product_seller_id": "4", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "0", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "", 

                        "shippack_width": "", 

                        "shippack_height": "", 

                        "shippack_units": "", 

                        "product_name": "Maniac Solid Men's Round 

Neck Grey T-Shirt", 



 

                        "selprod_title": "Maniac Solid Men's Round Neck 

Grey T-Shirt", 

                        "brand_name": "Ram Garments", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "3.58", 

                        "tax": "6.5", 

                        "taxCode": "Clothing", 

                        "total": "65", 

                        "netTotal": "65", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 



 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 



 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "6.5" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE0MSI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "", 



 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 



 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 



 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 



 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 



 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 



 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 



 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/maniac-

solid-men-s-round-neck-grey-t-shirt-141", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/51/THUMB/141/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "49", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "10.00", 

                        "product_width": "10.00", 

                        "product_height": "5.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "500.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "139", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/maniac-solid-men-s-round-neck-grey-t-shirt-141
http://localhost/yokartv8/maniac-solid-men-s-round-neck-grey-t-shirt-141
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/51/THUMB/141/0/1


 

                        "selprod_code": "49_179", 

                        "selprod_stock": "99", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "theprice": "150.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "selprod_price": "180.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "0.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "4", 

                        "product_seller_id": "4", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 



 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "", 

                        "shippack_width": "", 

                        "shippack_height": "", 

                        "shippack_units": "", 

                        "product_name": "Nike REVOLUTION 3 Running 

Shoes (Black)", 

                        "selprod_title": "Nike REVOLUTION 3 Running 

Shoes  (Black, Size 9)", 

                        "brand_name": "Nike", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 



 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "8.4", 

                        "tax": "18", 

                        "taxCode": "Footwears", 

                        "total": "150", 

                        "netTotal": "150", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [ 

                            { 

                                "option_id": "34", 

                                "optionvalue_id": "179", 

                                "option_name": "Size", 

                                "optionvalue_name": "9" 

                            } 

                        ], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 



 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 



 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "18" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzEzOSI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 



 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 



 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 



 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 



 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 



 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 



 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/139", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/139
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar


 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/49/THUMB/139/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "70", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "10.00", 

                        "product_width": "10.00", 

                        "product_height": "10.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "10.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "171", 

                        "selprod_code": "70_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "10", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "4", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/49/THUMB/139/0/1


 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "theprice": "200.00", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "selprod_price": "200.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "65.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "4", 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "0", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "0", 

                        "shippack_length": "250.00", 

                        "shippack_width": "250.00", 



 

                        "shippack_height": "250.00", 

                        "shippack_units": "3", 

                        "product_name": "Doice & Gabbana Dolce & 

Gabbana D&g", 

                        "selprod_title": "Doice & Gabbana Dolce & 

Gabbana D&g", 

                        "brand_name": "Sirius", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "11", 

                        "tax": "20", 



 

                        "taxCode": "Clothing", 

                        "total": "200", 

                        "netTotal": "200", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 



 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "20" 



 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE3MSI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "1", 

                            "shop_user_id": "4", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10001", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "144003", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1294", 



 

                            "shop_phone": "9041010001", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "ASA", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "5454", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "0", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-19 19:17:08", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:49:42", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 



 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "1", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Kanwar", 

                            "shop_description": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 



 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 



 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 



 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1294", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Punjab", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 



 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1294", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/doice-

gabbana-dolce-gabbana-d-g-171", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/70/THUMB/171/0/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "title": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                "pickup_by": "4", 

                "pickup_addresses": [ 

                    { 

                        "addr_id": "19", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/doice-gabbana-dolce-gabbana-d-g-171
http://localhost/yokartv8/doice-gabbana-dolce-gabbana-d-g-171
http://localhost/yokartv8/kanwar
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/70/THUMB/171/0/1


 

                        "addr_type": "2", 

                        "addr_record_id": "4", 

                        "addr_added_by": "0", 

                        "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                        "addr_title": "2000 East Rio Salado Parkway", 

                        "addr_name": "Tomas", 

                        "addr_address1": "2000 East Rio Salado 

Parkway", 

                        "addr_address2": "Chandigarh", 

                        "addr_city": "Tempe", 

                        "addr_state_id": "2996", 

                        "addr_country_id": "223", 

                        "addr_phone": "9876543210", 

                        "addr_zip": "85281", 

                        "addr_lat": "", 

                        "addr_lng": "", 

                        "addr_is_default": "0", 

                        "addr_deleted": "0", 



 

                        "addr_updated_on": "2020-10-15 14:37:04", 

                        "state_code": "AZ", 

                        "country_code": "US", 

                        "country_name": "United States", 

                        "state_name": "Arizona" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "products": [ 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "72", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "1.00", 

                        "product_width": "1.00", 

                        "product_height": "1.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "125.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 



 

                        "selprod_id": "167", 

                        "selprod_code": "72_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "21", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "11", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "theprice": "729.00", 

                        "shop_id": "4", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "selprod_price": "729.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "500.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "11", 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 



 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "250.00", 

                        "shippack_width": "250.00", 

                        "shippack_height": "250.00", 

                        "shippack_units": "3", 

                        "product_name": "OnePlus 7 (Mirror Grey, 6GB 

RAM, Optic AMOLED Display, 128GB Storage, 3700mAH 

Battery)", 

                        "selprod_title": "OnePlus 7 (Mirror Grey, 6GB 

RAM, Optic AMOLED Display, 128GB Storage, 3700mAH 

Battery)", 

                        "brand_name": "OnePlus", 

                        "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 



 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "43.74", 

                        "tax": "145.8", 

                        "taxCode": "Electronics", 

                        "total": "729", 

                        "netTotal": "729", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 



 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 



 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "GST": "72.9", 

                            "CGST": "72.9" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE2NyI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 



 

                            "shop_id": "4", 

                            "shop_user_id": "11", 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10004", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "160055", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1272", 

                            "shop_phone": "9874293812", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "0", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "1", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 



 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-25 17:41:56", 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:48:43", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "4", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Akshay", 

                            "shop_description": "A one stop E-Store in the 

complete region. Get every need delivered at your doorstep", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 



 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 



 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 



 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1272", 

                            "state_code": "CH", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Chandigarh", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 



 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1272", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "state_name": "Chandigarh" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/167", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/akshays-e-

store", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/72/THUMB/167/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "63", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "1.00", 

                        "product_width": "1.00", 

                        "product_height": "1.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/167
http://localhost/yokartv8/akshays-e-store
http://localhost/yokartv8/akshays-e-store
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/72/THUMB/167/0/1


 

                        "product_weight": "1.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 

                        "selprod_id": "152", 

                        "selprod_code": "63_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "344", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "11", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "theprice": "49.99", 

                        "shop_id": "4", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "selprod_price": "49.99", 

                        "selprod_cost": "20.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "11", 



 

                        "product_seller_id": "0", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "", 

                        "shippack_width": "", 

                        "shippack_height": "", 

                        "shippack_units": "", 

                        "product_name": "Regular Men Blue Jeans", 

                        "selprod_title": "Regular Men Blue Jeans", 

                        "brand_name": "Pepe Jeans", 

                        "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 



 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "2.75", 

                        "tax": "5", 

                        "taxCode": "Clothing", 

                        "total": "49.99", 

                        "netTotal": "49.99", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 



 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 



 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "5" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE1MiI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "4", 

                            "shop_user_id": "11", 



 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10004", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "160055", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1272", 

                            "shop_phone": "9874293812", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "0", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "1", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-25 17:41:56", 



 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:48:43", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "4", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Akshay", 

                            "shop_description": "A one stop E-Store in the 

complete region. Get every need delivered at your doorstep", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 



 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 



 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 



 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1272", 

                            "state_code": "CH", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Chandigarh", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1272", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 



 

                            "state_name": "Chandigarh" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/152", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/akshays-e-

store", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/63/THUMB/152/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "product_id": "64", 

                        "product_type": "1", 

                        "product_length": "1.00", 

                        "product_width": "1.00", 

                        "product_height": "1.00", 

                        "product_ship_free": "0", 

                        "product_dimension_unit": "1", 

                        "product_weight": "1.00", 

                        "product_weight_unit": "1", 
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                        "selprod_id": "153", 

                        "selprod_code": "64_", 

                        "selprod_stock": "43", 

                        "selprod_user_id": "11", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "selprod_min_order_qty": "1", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "theprice": "20.00", 

                        "shop_id": "4", 

                        "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "selprod_price": "20.00", 

                        "selprod_cost": "10.00", 

                        "psbs_user_id": "11", 

                        "product_seller_id": "11", 

                        "product_cod_enabled": "1", 



 

                        "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "selprod_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "shippack_length": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_width": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_height": "100.00", 

                        "shippack_units": "3", 

                        "product_name": "Printed Men Round or Crew 

Blue T-Shirt", 

                        "selprod_title": "Printed Men Round or Crew 

Blue T-Shirt", 

                        "brand_name": "Pepe Jeans", 

                        "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "uwlp_uwlist_id": "0", 

                        "volume_discount": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_percentage": "0", 

                        "volume_discount_total": "0", 



 

                        "shipping_cost": "0", 

                        "opshipping_rate_id": "0", 

                        "commission_percentage": "5.00", 

                        "commission": "1.1", 

                        "tax": "2", 

                        "taxCode": "Clothing", 

                        "total": "20", 

                        "netTotal": "20", 

                        "is_digital_product": "0", 

                        "is_physical_product": "1", 

                        "options": [], 

                        "isProductShippedBySeller": "1", 

                        "fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                        "shipping_address": { 

                            "addr_id": "2", 

                            "addr_type": "1", 

                            "addr_record_id": "4", 

                            "addr_added_by": "0", 



 

                            "addr_lang_id": "1", 

                            "addr_title": "Ablysoft", 

                            "addr_name": "Kanwar", 

                            "addr_address1": "Plot no 268, JLPL industrial 

area, Sector 82", 

                            "addr_address2": "Mohali", 

                            "addr_city": "mohali", 

                            "addr_state_id": "1294", 

                            "addr_country_id": "99", 

                            "addr_phone": "6867456", 

                            "addr_zip": "160055", 

                            "addr_lat": "", 

                            "addr_lng": "", 

                            "addr_is_default": "0", 

                            "addr_deleted": "0", 

                            "addr_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                            "state_code": "PB", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 



 

                            "country_name": "India", 

                            "state_name": "Punjab" 

                        }, 

                        "taxOptions": { 

                            "Separate Tax": "2" 

                        }, 

                        "key": "IlNQXzE1MyI=", 

                        "is_batch": "0", 

                        "is_cod_enabled": "1", 

                        "quantity": "1", 

                        "has_physical_product": "0", 

                        "has_digital_product": "0", 

                        "affiliate_commission_percentage": "", 

                        "affiliate_commission": "0", 

                        "affiliate_user_id": "0", 

                        "seller_address": { 

                            "shop_id": "4", 

                            "shop_user_id": "11", 



 

                            "shop_ltemplate_id": "10004", 

                            "shop_identifier": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_postalcode": "160055", 

                            "shop_country_id": "99", 

                            "shop_state_id": "1272", 

                            "shop_phone": "9874293812", 

                            "shop_invoice_prefix": "", 

                            "shop_invoice_suffix": "0", 

                            "shop_custom_color_status": "0", 

                            "shop_theme_background_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_header_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_theme_button_text_color": "", 

                            "shop_active": "1", 

                            "shop_featured": "1", 

                            "shop_cod_min_wallet_balance": "-1", 

                            "shop_supplier_display_status": "1", 

                            "shop_created_on": "2017-07-25 17:41:56", 



 

                            "shop_updated_on": "2020-10-12 15:48:43", 

                            "shop_free_ship_upto": "0", 

                            "shop_lat": "", 

                            "shop_lng": "", 

                            "shop_fulfillment_type": "-1", 

                            "shoplang_shop_id": "4", 

                            "shoplang_lang_id": "1", 

                            "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                            "shop_contact_person": "Akshay", 

                            "shop_description": "A one stop E-Store in the 

complete region. Get every need delivered at your doorstep", 

                            "shop_address_line_1": "", 

                            "shop_address_line_2": "", 

                            "shop_city": "Chandigarh", 

                            "shop_payment_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 



 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_delivery_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_refund_policy": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 



 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_additional_info": "Lorem Ipsum is 

simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 

of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It 

has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "shop_seller_info": "Lorem Ipsum is simply 

dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 

Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever 

since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of 

type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 

survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 

electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It 



 

was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset 

sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently 

with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 

including versions of Lorem Ipsum.", 

                            "state_id": "1272", 

                            "state_code": "CH", 

                            "state_country_id": "99", 

                            "state_identifier": "Chandigarh", 

                            "state_active": "1", 

                            "state_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "country_id": "99", 

                            "country_code": "IN", 

                            "country_active": "1", 

                            "country_zone_id": "0", 

                            "country_currency_id": "3", 

                            "country_language_id": "0", 

                            "country_updated_on": "2020-04-07 11:39:55", 

                            "statelang_state_id": "1272", 

                            "statelang_lang_id": "1", 



 

                            "state_name": "Chandigarh" 

                        }, 

                        "productUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/153", 

                        "shopUrl": "http://localhost/yokartv8/akshays-e-

store", 

                        "imageUrl": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/64/THUMB/153/0/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ], 

        "userWalletBalance": "5160.32", 

        "displayUserWalletBalance": "$5,160.32", 

        "rewardPoints": "40", 

        "canBeUseRP": "40", 

        "canBeUseRPAmt": "$20.00", 

        "walletCharged": "$0.00", 

        "remainingWalletBalance": "5160.32", 
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        "displayRemainingWalletBalance": "$5,160.32", 

        "orderNetAmount": "3771.59", 

        "priceDetail": [ 

            { 

                "key": "Items", 

                "value": "9" 

            }, 

            { 

                "key": "Sub Total", 

                "value": "$3,187.99" 

            }, 

            { 

                "key": "Separate Tax", 

                "value": "$60.00" 

            }, 

            { 

                "key": "GST", 

                "value": "$261.80" 



 

            }, 

            { 

                "key": "CGST", 

                "value": "$261.80" 

            } 

        ], 

        "netPayable": { 

            "key": "Net Payable", 

            "value": "$3,771.59" 

        } 

    } 

} 

 


